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Introduction 
Welcome to the first issue of Asexual Content 
zine! I’m so excited to make this resource 
available to the asexual community! Asexual 
Content is about providing a space for asexual 
spectrum people to talk and express themselves 
about ace issues without having to worry about 
doing ace 101 over and over again. It’s about 
providing a resource for searching aces who want 
to read about a specific topic related to 
asexuality. It’s about collecting ace stories on 
paper, digital or physical, so they don’t get 
lost in online space. Our histories deserve to be 
recorded! 

I opened up calls for submissions a few months 
ago on three different topics, with the knowledge 
that whichever topic got the enough submissions 
for an issue first would be the topic of the 
first issue. The winning topic was relationships! 
So this issue of Asexual Content is about 
relationships, whether romantic, aromantic, 
queerplatonic, polyamorous, or otherwise. It’s 
about friendships, partnerships, familial bonds, 
and other types of relationships. I hope you 
enjoy reading it! 

Your Editor, 

Olivia M. (bi/panromantic (gray) asexual) 
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http://asexualcontent.tumblr.com/ - Keep an eye 
out for calls for submissions for future issues 
of Asexual Content! 

http://oliviaszines.tumblr.com/ - My personal 
zine blog 

NOTE: Only the Table of Contents has content 
notes for individual pieces, so stay safe and 
take care as you read! 
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Stitches and Chains 
By Briauna Kittle 

 Two more days until the blanket was done and 
Allie’s official Facebook coming out post, and 
all Allie wanted to do was drink. There were only 
eight rows left, two white, six purple, and her 
first big crochet project would be finished. She 
had done smaller projects in the past: dish 
towels, drink cozies, amigurumi stuffed animals, 
but never a blanket, and certainly not a blanket 
stitched together with her hidden sexuality (or 
lack of it). 

 Allie took a long drink of water and 
scratched the side of her nose before wrapping 
her yarn over the crochet hook and pushing it 
through one of the loops. Yarn over, pull through 
the loop, yarn over, pull through the three 
remaining loops, repeat. The process was 
comforting, mindless, a great break from her 
anxious thoughts. Not this time though. This 
time, her fingers were blocky, immobile, and her 
leg wouldn’t stop bouncing. Her intestines felt 
like instant mashed potatoes before the water 
could be absorbed. Actually, instant potatoes 
didn’t sound bad right about now. Allie put her 
work to the side and moved into the kitchen, 
fully aware that she was just trying to put off 
the announcement. 
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 Her attraction to men and women had been 
obvious to Allie since middle school, but her 
lack of sexual attraction towards either gender 
wasn’t realized until almost a year ago and even 
then, she doubted herself. The ace blogs she 
visited said doubt was a normal part of 
discovering one’s asexual tendencies, but maybe 
she was actually wrong. Maybe it was her birth 
control inhabiting her libido like her boyfriend 
said, maybe it was just a mental block caused by 
stress and her generalized anxiety, maybe she 
just hadn’t found the right person yet. She knew 
deep down that her doubts were unfounded. It 
explained too much: the disinterest in porn, the 
feelings of disgust towards sex scenes in movies 
and TV shows (so unnecessary), the fact that she 
could count how many times she masturbated on one 
hand and the icky feeling that always came with 
“the ultimate form of stress relief”, that her 
celebrity fantasies involving cuddling on the 
couch and watching Netflix together. Sex was a 
mystery to Allie and she didn’t care to solve it. 

 Stomach full of four cheese-flavored mashed 
potatoes, she put on Daredevil in an attempt to 
calm her nerves. God, she could really use a 
drink. An episode and a half went by. Another two 
rows finished. A young Wilson Fisk was in the 
middle of killing his father with a hammer when 
Allie’s boyfriend came home and shed his work 
uniform. He said hi, kissed the side of her head 
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and gave her the I-need-my-computer-back look. 
With a pretend huff, Allie gathered up her yarn 
ball and nearly-completed afghan and moved to the 
bed. 

 “You’re almost done?” he asked. She nodded, 
focused on pushing her crochet hook into a 
particularly stubborn loop. “The color 
combinations are weird though. Black, grey, 
white, and purple don’t really go well together.” 

 Allie’s stomach clenched. “I mean I guess. 
It’s just the asexual pride flag colors, I didn’t 
choose them.” 

 He sighed and didn’t respond for eleven half-
double crochets. “You still think you’re 
asexual?” he finally asked. 

 “It’s not like I just decided to be, we’ve 
been over this before.” 

 “Is it my fault? Is it because you hate me?” 

 “You know I don’t hate you, it’s just who I 
am. I can’t change it, it’s not a choice.” 

 “Why can’t things go back to the way were 
when we started dating?” 

 “That was four years ago; people change, 
babe. They learn new things about themselves.” 
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 “Couldn’t you have just not learned this? 
It’s ruined my life.” 

 Strike one. Her chest and throat tightened, 
making it difficult to breathe. Her work was 
placed to the side. She couldn’t crochet with 
shaky hands. “Why is it so hard for you to accept 
this?” 

 “Sex is a basic human need, I can’t live 
without it. When was the last time we had sex, 
huh? Can you even remember?” 

 “If you’re so upset about this, why don’t you 
go have sex with someone else? I really don’t 
care, we can make this an open relationship. I 
promise I won’t get mad.” 

 “I only want to do it with you. Relationships 
are based on the idea that you and another person 
are guaranteed to have sex together, it’s not 
fair that you’re not following through.” 

 Strike two. Allie could feel her tears 
building up, heavy on her lower lids. “Is that 
all these four years have been to you? A free 
pass for sex? What about our dinner dates? Or our 
Disneyland trip? That was all for sex?” 

 “No, but I was expecting—“ 

 “Maybe we should break up.” She could see her 
boyfriend’s back tense up. 
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 “Do you mean it or are you just saying it 
again?” He started to tremble. 

 “I don’t want to mean it, but you keep being 
really shitty about this. I’ve told you time and 
time again that this isn’t going to change. I 
don’t want you to feel guilty about doing 
anything because I don’t want to, and if it’s sex 
you want, you’re not going to get it.” 

 “But we can’t break up, we’ve been together 
for so long. I don’t know what I’d do without 
you.” 

 Now he cares about emotional connections, 
Allie sighed. “One more try, okay? If it doesn’t 
work out, then all of this is off.” She hugged 
him tightly, and found comfort in the press of 
his arms against her shoulders. 

 Later that night, he asked if they could do 
something; after all, it had been a month and she 
owed him. She got it over with, doing it only to 
avoid another fight for another month. 
Afterwards, she cried in the bathroom, alone and 
in pain. 

--- 

 Day two, Friday night, no classes and plenty 
of time to finish off the last four rows. Allie’s 
mind was surprisingly calm and she was determined 
to get the project over with, to rip off the 
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band-aid and show the world it was wrong about 
her. As she crocheted (yarn over, through the 
stitch, yarn over, pull through, repeat), she 
thought of the great things that would come out 
of coming out. No more people talking to her 
about how sexy other people are, no more weird 
mom jokes about sexual activity, no more being 
invisible, no more silence. She crocheted until 
her fingers ached, reaching the final row of her 
twin-sized blanket. 

 The last row was the hardest. Allie 
compulsively checked Facebook, Tumblr, Gmail, 
refreshing each page multiple times just to make 
sure there wasn’t anything she had to do. She 
went through her agenda and looked at homework 
assignments and projects for the upcoming month 
that she thought about getting started on. She 
read Daredevil trivia on iMDB, checked the 
actors’ various filmographies. Eventually, the 
big ball of anxiety and guilt that had built in 
her stomach as she put off her work was too much 
for her to bear and Allie went back to the 
blanket.  

 When she tied off the last end, relief shot 
through her and she could breathe normally again. 
It was finally done. She spread it over the bed, 
admiring it. The stitching still looked a little 
like a beginner’s, some of the chevrons being too 
flat, some of the edges a little flimsier than 
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the others, but it was hers. She took a picture 
of it spread out and another one of her wearing 
it draped over her shoulders like a robe. It was 
surprisingly soft. She twirled in it and hugged 
it closer to her. This was it. Here was her 
hidden secret, bared to the world, to her future 
employers, to her nosy family who would never 
stop asking for grandkids/nieces or nephews/etc, 
to her overly religious grandma whose views on 
non-straight people were not very good, to say 
the least. Now for the world to actually see it. 
She put up the pictures on Facebook and started 
with the caption: 

 It’s been a long three months, but I’ve 
finally made my first blanket! A lot of you might 
be wondering why I chose the colors I did. I know 
many of you won’t recognize the pattern and the 
very few of you who do recognize it may not have 
known this about me: I am asexual and I’m proud. 
It may be hard to wrap your mind around seeing an 
attractive person and not thinking that you’d 
like to get it on, or that there are people out 
there who truly don’t believe sex is a necessity, 
but we exist. And yes, I have had sex before, 
yes, I’m on birth control to prevent pregnancies, 
and yes, I do still engage in sexual activities, 
but that doesn’t change the fact that I can look 
at all of you say I don’t want feel the urge to 
hook up with any of you. It’s not you, it’s me. 
Here’s some articles explaining asexuality that 
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will hopefully answer any remaining questions you 
may have. To the people who I may have 
disappointed with this: sorry not sorry #acepride 

 She hovered over the send button. It was 
there, one click away and everyone would know. 
Isn’t this what she wanted? 

 No. 

 It couldn’t happen like this. 

 She hurriedly copied and pasted her speech 
into a Word document for later and refreshed the 
Facebook page. You haven’t finished your post 
yet. Do you want to leave without finishing? 

 Yes. There was something else that had to 
happen first. 

--- 

 She was zoning out when her boyfriend opened 
the door to their room. She couldn’t help but 
jump. She started to feel the dread build up. 
Focus, this needs to happen first. 

 “Are you feeling better today?” he asked, 
already pulling off his work shirt and pants in 
exchange for his plaid pajama pants. She wanted 
to lie, would’ve loved to say yes, everything is 
fine, but for how much longer could she lie until 
one of them broke? 
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 “Well, I finished my blanket, so that’s 
something,” she said, holding it up for him to 
see. 

 “Nice job, babe,” he said, feeling the 
texture before kissing her on the top of her 
head. “It looks good, I’m glad you finished it.” 

 “Me too, because now I can actually say 
this.” Allie took a deep breath, could already 
feel the sting of tears in her eyes. “I think we 
need to break up, no, I know we need to break up. 
I can’t keep up the charade. I hate having sex 
with you, I feel sick just thinking about it, and 
even after our talk last night, you were still 
only thinking about yourself. You didn’t even 
wonder why I was in the bathroom so long 
afterwards and if you had cared, you would’ve 
known that it was because I was crying. I didn’t 
want to do it, you know I didn’t want to, but I 
had to put myself to the side again just so you 
could be happy.” 

 “This isn’t fair, you know this isn’t fair.” 
His eyes started to well up. Allie felt pangs in 
her heart. He was the least emotional person she 
knew; he had only cried so many times, all as a 
kid and once when his dog died, but that was it. 
To watch his face flush, hear his voice get 
choked up, see the tears, it was too much. 
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 “I can’t stay chained down like this. I know 
you’re going to start begging, but I really need 
you to not make this any harder than it has to 
be.” She glanced around the room at all their 
stuff mingled together, their clothes all lying 
together on the floor, the various posters she 
had bought him over the years. His cat meowed at 
the door and the pangs grew stronger. His cat had 
taken a liking to her almost immediately and they 
had grown very close. She was good at scratching 
him where he wanted to be scratched and he would 
show his affection by grooming her hair every 
night, nibbling at the root and licking out, 
almost choking on her hair every time, but he 
never stopped. She’d have to say bye to him too. 

 “I’m packing my stuff up tonight. I’d 
appreciate it if you could help me.” He didn’t 
respond. Both were crying. 

 It took her an hour to pack up by herself. 
Each thing she grabbed hurt her in ways she 
didn’t think could hurt. She left for her mom’s 
without saying goodbye. 

 It was a twenty minute drive and Allie cried 
the whole way. She knew she had to make the post 
tonight in order to avoid questions. People took 
long-term relationship breakups way too 
personally, using the couple as the ideal, the 
thing to reach for without understanding the 
deeper, more intimate side involved. 
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She posted the status right when she got 
home. What she hoped would finally be a relief, 
this raw baring of herself to world, was just 
another scoop of dread in her gut. She could feel 
a panic attack coming on. Shortness of breath, 
tight chest, intense fear, hyperventilation. The 
neurons in her brain kept firing and firing. She 
was stuck in a fight or flight mode, shaking and 
terrified. 

 Oh God, you’re so dumb, how could you do 
this? You’re a fake, everyone’s gonna hate you. 
You’re just making all this stuff up, it’s all 
your head. Why can’t you be like the rest of us, 
huh? Why are you trying to be a special 
snowflake? 

 Allie curled up into a ball, crying freely, 
choking on sobs and shaking so violently that the 
bed moved with her. She grabbed her head and 
pushed on her temples, trying to force out the 
anxious voices and accusations she was sure would 
be headed her way within a few hours. She was 
still wrapped up in her afghan. The stitches held 
fast, a reminder that she was real, she was valid 
and strong, a reminder that this blanket wouldn’t 
have existed if she didn’t believe it was true, 
that this breakup wasn’t anybody’s fault. As she 
laid there, trying to become as small as 
possible, she felt warm and loved and sure this 
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had been the right thing. Maybe the relief would 
come later. 

Bio: 

Briauna Kittle is currently finishing her 
Bachelor's degree in creative writing at Arizona 
State University. She is the nonfiction editor 
at Superstition Review, one of ASU's literary 
magazines, and hopes to use this experience to 
work as an editor in the future. Most of her 
writing focuses on bringing awareness to mental 
illness and asexuality and her own experiences 
with both. When she isn't writing or practicing 
clarinet, Briauna likes to crochet and binge-
watch Netflix shows. 
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Panic 
By yesiwritenoiamnotgood 

One of the most awkward things for me as an 
aro ace is squishes, because I get some that are 
so intense that they feel almost like crushes, 
and the one QPR I had wasn’t even with someone 
I’d ever had a squish on. It was also a QPR that 
fell apart rather quickly because the straight 
man involved was struggling with his crushes and 
apparently didn’t appreciate my lack of interest 
in helping him with that for what had to be the 
20th time... 

My friendships actually did suffer at first, 
once I came out, because I’m a woman who at the 
time had mostly male friends (bit more diverse 
now I’m in college) and super close friendships 
drifted apart a little. It really hurt once I 
realised that since I was no longer a romantic 
option their affection had softened, like that 
was my only worth to them as a friend. 

This time things are going a little 
better...maybe? As I’m writing I have two pretty 
strong squishes, one of which is dying off just 
as another grows stronger. The one that’s getting 
stronger, who I’ll call N, I actually had 
snuggled with after a party the night before and 
he still hasn’t messaged me at all since then- 
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I’m most definitely not panicking about messing 
up a new, strong friendship with N because I was 
dozy and really wanted cuddles on the sofa while 
our mates played Wii. That’s the problem for me 
with squishes- it’s so intense and I want to know 
all about them and I love talking to him and I 
enjoyed going to the cinema with him and the 
cuddles were particularly fantastic, and it’s 
actually hard for me to focus because I’ll just 
suddenly start thinking about it. I’m not sure if 
it’s promising or terrifying that N didn’t know I 
was squishing on him but wanted to know about 
QPRs, that maybe that potential is there. He felt 
safe enough to come out to me as Bisexual after 
only a couple of months of us knowing each other 
(due to my openness about the ace thing? Who 
knows) and I just cannot believe I still ended up 
having boy problems goddamit.  

QPRs are different for everyone, and for me 
they mean snuggles and roughhousing and casually 
discussing why I’m having panic attacks in the 
middle of a party or why he’s feeling down, and 
maybe as older adults it’d mean living together 
with his SO and cooking for both of them and 
potentially playing a hand in looking after kids, 
who the hell knows what could happen? The problem 
is finding a non-awkward way to describe it or 
even ask about it. Because it’s not a common 
thing. And I don’t know how to begin.  
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 I had never had any experience with the 
intenseness of crushes, so I don’t know how to 
handle it. Do I bring up the cuddles? I just want 
to hug him and be held and tell him I love him 
(no romo) and I can’t stop thinking about 
potential situations in a QPR with him. I’ve 
almost put kisses on the end of goodnight 
messages about six times, which is just 
embarrassingly out of control for me. It’s 
awkward and heartfelt and it hurts because I 
don’t know what I’m doing, I don’t have the 
experience of negotiating romantic notions and 
relationships to apply to this situation and even 
if I did manage to get it out there I know I’d be 
so terribly, horribly insecure about losing him 
to a romantic relationship. Because to most 
people, romantic and sexual relationships are 
more important than platonic ones. And I don’t 
know if I could handle that.  

Bio: 

My tumblr url is yesiwritenoiamnotgood and I am 
an English aro ace woman. 
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Untitled 
By June 

I first came out as ace not too far over a 
month ago, but I’m sure this is how I’ve been for 
most of my life. Once I knew that there was a 
name for it, I breathed an audible sigh of 
relief, but it definitely hasn’t been as trivial 
of a thing as I initially thought. No, it’s 
created great schisms, visibly and theoretically, 
in my relationships, like gaping chasms I can’t 
hope to leap over. Some things stayed more or 
less the same.  

      My best friend of two years remained by my 
side. She was the most welcoming about it, and, 
at first, didn’t treat me any differently at 
all.  But she, being a more sexual being, began 
expressing her concerns that maybe I should see a 
doctor after all, and that maybe I haven’t found 
the thing that arouses me. I inwardly flinched, 
hearing dreaded phrases like that from someone 
who has possibly been as close as a platonic 
lover to me. It’s still a relatively new thing to 
her as well, so I got over it eventually, but now 
I tread large circles around that topic with 
her.  

      As for romance, I’ve been infinitely 
unsuccessful, but that’s been the norm for a 
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while as well. I’m simply able to attribute a 
cause to it now. In all of my romantic 
relationships, the other person always managed to 
bring up sex in some way, shape, or form. It was 
never me, and that usually ended up being the 
first red flag for them. At one point, they would 
probe into that discomfort so long, I started 
having my doubts about the relationship. And 
always, always, they would play the victim, 
saying that I was an immoral person, along with 
some more colorful vocabulary, insulting every 
last fiber of being. And in the end, I was full 
of guilt. They moved on just fine. I would just 
drag that guilt further and further with me, into 
more and more repetitions of this cycle, until I 
was sure that it was a crime for me to have been 
born, to ever have wanted love at all. The last 
relationship I had was with a sweet (or so I had 
thought) girl who I thought I could relate to 
well. She warned me that she was indeed very 
sexual, but I said that I would try my best to 
compromise, being her girlfriend, after all. I 
really tried, and I felt absolutely terrible. I 
was repulsed by what I had agreed to do, but 
understated it in telling her that I merely felt 
“a little uncomfortable.” She promptly 
apologized, and agreed that we could still be 
friends and all, which I thought was just fine. 
We talked some more and she somehow brought sex 
into the conversation again. I think I remember 
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stating that I felt bad that she felt bad about 
making me uncomfortable, to which she then 
replied that I should fulfill her sexual desires, 
then. I snapped. I had had enough, I felt 
mortified by the situation as it is and she was 
still playing around. Eventually, she screamed at 
me to go away and leave her alone, crying and 
saying she was heartbroken, and ceased contact 
with me altogether. At this point, I could 
physically feel my heart tearing. I thought, for 
a week afterwards, that I was truly just a 
monster and an outcast, undeserving of love. My 
soul felt empty, and I thought that my life 
really was meaningless if it were to continue 
like this. Someone I met around that time spent 
that whole week reassuring me, encouraging me, 
making sure I was alright… and I needed that. I 
was in tears, I’ve never had to rely on someone 
like this. We still talk, and he’s only known me 
as a biromantic asexual, never as anything else. 
He’s never made judgements about me, unlike so 
many I had met. (For example, there’s a common 
misconception that I’m aro in addition to ace, or 
that I’m bisexual) All he did was help me based 
off what he knew, and accepted me, no questions 
asked.  

I have a group of LGBT+ friends at school, 
and I spend a fair amount of time with them. 
They’re still getting used to me, so we’re not 
super close, but they’ve been very kind to me. My 
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school actually has a GSA club, so I’ve started 
going there, as well. I’m still a bit alienated. 
There’s definitely not many people of color or 
religious people, or ace people in general, so I 
guess my struggles are harder for them to relate 
to, perhaps, and vice versa.  

       Since I’ve become increasingly detached 
from other people I know, I’ve looked to my 
parents more and more for company. They do 
provide some level of comfort, but I have an 
innate fear of them as well. They’re Pakistani, 
and my family is Muslim. We’re not incredibly 
orthodox, but some topics of discussion are still 
off-limits with them. See, they come from a 
culture where the tradition is to form a societal 
division between girls and boys starting at the 
age of puberty. They went to all-girl/all-boy 
middle schools and it stayed that way until 
college. If you were trans or non-gender binary, 
you’d most likely be in the streets. Statistics 
show that LGBT+ acceptance in Pakistan is near a 
marginal 3%. Throw in the fact that the Muslim 
scholars there tend to have a more violent 
interpretation of the religion, and there you’ve 
got the wrong culture to grow up queer in. They 
aren’t too ok with me as much as looking at a boy 
as a friend, let alone having a romantic interest 
in a GIRL. (The nerve!) And then asexuality? What 
if they’re like the so many others who rule it 
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“blasphemy?” So I have to tiptoe with them as 
well. 

      Overall, asexuality has sort of pressed the 
“reset” button on a lot of my relationships. Not 
many people I know understand what it is, and 
accepting it is a whole different story. All I 
have to say is, I can’t bear the loneliness it 
brought me, but I really needed the peace that 
came with understanding it. 

Bio: 

Well, I'm June. I'm 16, Pakistani-American, (by 
which I guess I mean ethnically Pakistani but 
born in the states) a Muslim, and I'm a 
biromantic asexual. That's about it.  
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Love Sham: Being Ace in 
Impermanent Friendships 

By S. Knaus 

For a long time, I’ve kept my friendships and 
my asexuality in their own little compartments. 
It wasn’t until the last couple of years that I 
began to judge these parts of my life against one 
another, and I can’t say that it was all that 
helpful. 

On the contrary—it’s probably one of the most 
harmful things I’ve done to myself. 

I’ve always been comfortable with my 
asexuality, even before I knew what to call it. 
In fact, I only saw it as a shortcoming once I 
learned more about asexuality and LGBTQ+ness in 
general. I began to understand that I was a part 
of a community of people whose identities often 
caused them to lose friends. Even before I’d ever 
experienced such a thing firsthand, I became 
keenly aware that the way I experienced 
attraction was not normal and beyond confusing to 
plenty of people. Most people, in fact. 

And armed with that fact, it was 
frighteningly easy to drop myself into the 
category of “abnormal,” even if I hadn’t realized 
that I’d done so. 
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Treading lightly now, I intended not to tell 
most of my friends about my sexuality, although 
spontaneous coming out moments happened anyway. 
Sometimes I blurted it out in passing, 
overloading them with information in a way that 
no doubt confused them and dissuaded them from 
ever asking about it again. Sometimes I let it 
slip after a couple of beers, loudly and affably 
like I was telling a joke. It was such a silly 
paradox, being so guarded when I wanted my 
friends to know. They were close to me, and this 
was important. But I was too wary.  

I held off on coming out to one friend in 
particular for a long time because he was really 
religious, but in truth I wanted to tell him more 
than anyone. Let’s call him G. When I did broach 
the subject, it was following a hearty stein of 
München Oktoberfest beer while we were travelling 
together—stuck in Europe for nearly three weeks 
with nowhere to run! G asked me to explain in 
more detail at a later, sober moment, and we had 
a real conversation about it; a patient, 
respectful conversation that turned out to be the 
best reaction I’ve had to date. It was kind of 
incredible. 

We talked a lot during that trip, and I came 
away from it more vulnerable than I’d ever felt 
in my life. On more than one occasion G had 
assured me that there was “nothing wrong” with 
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me. Although I appreciated him saying so, I 
couldn’t help but be caught off guard. 

Of course there’s nothing wrong with me. 
What makes him think I need to hear that? 

For years on end I had constantly told myself 
that my aceness was the shit. Of course there was 
nothing wrong with me! I was queer and awesome 
and loved every bit of that identity!  

It was a healthy point of view to take until 
I realized that it was preventing me from sorting 
through my more insidious insecurities. When 
you’re always assuring yourself of how great you 
are, you tend to deny the less-than-great parts 
you really should square with in order to 
strengthen yourself. 

Before that fateful trip to Europe, I’d been 
caught in a holding pattern of friendships gone 
sour, or just stale. I was used to the same 
things happening over and over: I lost interest 
in people, or realized that they weren’t 
respecting or challenging me. We traded our 
bitching and gossip instead of ideas and stories 
and honesty. As someone who is most happy in my 
own company, I never took this to heart—these 
people clearly sucked! I didn’t need them! Life 
was dandy without them!  

But after G’s surprising and supportive 
reaction, I set out to rationalize this pattern—I 
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was afraid that I’d lose him, too. I was the 
common denominator, after all. 

Thus did I tumble down the rabbit hole. When 
I did find a “reason” for this disconnect between 
my friends and I, it wasn’t a healthy or sound 
one. (Spoiler: it was my asexuality). 

Almost a year after Europe, I caught up with 
a childhood friend (we’d predictably grown apart) 
and learned that she was engaged and tackling her 
chosen career like a badass!  

I tried to be excited for her, but found that 
I couldn’t muster an ounce of sincere enthusiasm. 
Good for you, I thought, but I don’t care!  

I faked it. We finished dinner. 

And that night, I panicked.  

I didn’t feel happy for her because I don’t 
understand why marriage is a thing people are 
happy about, I thought. 

I can’t relate to her joy, so I can’t 
experience any joy on her behalf. Friendship is 
the best thing I know, but now she knows 
something better. 

“Normal” people had identified the real 
thing, I feared; this ever-lusted-after idea of 
romance and oneness with the person who proposed 
to you in Santorini. My understanding of love—
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this thing I felt for G, for example—was a shadow 
and a reflection of this grander thing that they 
possessed or chased. A hologram, a sham. 

In a burst of lost-ness, I posted a blurb up 
on my blog that evening: 

“I’m made to realize with each friendship… 
that these people to whom I devote myself aspire 
to a ‘higher’ ideal of devotion that exists 
outside of the deepest and highest sentiment of 
which I am capable. I reconcile the letdown of 
that divide over and over.” 

My fear was twofold: first, that my friends 
(the real ones like G) would, one by one, unlatch 
themselves from me in favour of that ultimate 
prize. Second, that I would be incapable of 
supporting them with sincere happiness when that 
time came. 

Eventually I convinced myself that my weak 
feelings about my friend’s engagement made sense 
for other reasons, too—we weren’t close any more, 
after all. I wasn’t obligated to feel overjoyed 
for her. Still, that scare stuck with me. 

I hate the term “just friends.” Just; 
merely; only.  

Friendship is not a consolation prize. 
Especially for us aces, it might be everything we 
have. 
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[Image: The words “love sham” are written in 
capital letters with a strike through them. There 
are two hearts, one right side up and white and 
one upside down and black.] 
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Friendships and Other 
Ships 

By Olivia M. 

This is an edited version of a piece I originally 
wrote for my perzine (meta)paradox #5. 

 I just finished reading a zine called Pals: 
The Radical Possibilities of Friendship (the 
Revised and Expanded Second Edition), and it made 
me think a lot about friendship and other kinds 
of relationships and the gray areas between them. 
It’s also a really ace-friendly zine, even though 
it only mentions asexuality directly in a quote 
from another zine. But I think it could be 
improved by introducing some ace and aromantic 
discourse, which talk about these issues a lot. 
I’ll try to get into that in this piece, since I 
have more experience than the author of Pals with 
the ace community and how we talk about 
relationships. But this is also about me, and my 
relationships with other people; how things are 
and how I wish things were, and what it means to 
seek out relationships as an autistic person.  

 One thing that really stuck out to me from 
Pals is the idea that friendships can challenge 
the idea that love is a limited resource, or at 
least that the “most important” kinds of love can 
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only be given to a single person at a time (and 
in some evangelical Christian circles, it is 
believed that if you love more than one person 
ever, you are giving away pieces of your heart 
you can never get back!) Society tells us that 
our most important love will be for a monogamous 
cis hetero romantic sexual partner, and that all 
other forms of love are lesser. Not only can some 
deep friendships challenge that, but queer love 
can challenge that, trans love can challenge 
that, aromantic and asexual forms of love can 
challenge that, polyamorous love can challenge 
that, chosen family can challenge that, and other 
forms of platonic love can challenge that. Even 
without going beyond the mainstream, deep 
familial love and friendship love can challenge 
the idea that love is a limited resource and that 
one type of love is superior to others. 

 I know very little about anarchism, and I’m 
more of a socialist myself, but from what I 
understand, anarchism is about being dedicated to 
living and interacting in non-hierarchical ways, 
and the author of Pals mentioned that in valuing 
our various types of friendship, particularly in 
ways that see them as just as important as 
romantic relationships, friendship can be 
anarchist practice, and in opposition to 
“capitalist” relationship economies that depend 
on the idea of resource scarcity for romantic 
love. I do like the idea of destroying our 
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society’s ideas about relationship hierarchies, 
especially those that de-value the types of 
relationships I care about. However, I think 
we’ve got to be realistic on an individual level. 
We’re never going to value each of our 
relationships with all the people we know 
equally. There will always be some that we value 
more or put more time into. I just want people to 
consider the possibility that our individual 
relationship hierarchies don’t have to look the 
same, and to think hard about the value of the 
relationships we have that are traditionally de-
valued in Western society. 

 This brings me to the word 
“amatonormativity”, which was coined by 
philosopher Elizabeth Blake to mean “the 
assumption that a central, exclusive, amorous 
relationship is normal for humans, in that it is 
a universally shared goal, and that such a 
relationship is normative, in the sense that it 
should be aimed at in preference to other 
relationship types.” Amatonormativity is the 
pervasive idea that romantic (and by extension 
romantic sexual) relationships are to be valued 
above all other relationships, that they are to 
be viewed as the pinnacle of intimacy, that they 
are “normal” in that they are seen as necessary 
for a normal life, and that everyone is believed 
to desire them. Pals doesn’t use the word, but 
definitely touches on the concept. Discussions of 
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amatonormativity and its oppressive nature are 
common in our ace and aro communities. It’s what 
is responsible for friendship not being seen as 
able to equal the intimacy of romantic 
relationships, and maybe it’s the facet of 
Western, or at least American, culture that leads 
us to forsake the deep, intimate friendships that 
are common in other cultures, as the author of 
Pals mentions.  

 It makes me sad, thinking about all the 
superficial, surface-level acquaintanceships I 
have that I wish were something deeper, but I 
have no cultural model to build off of, aside 
from childhood friendships. Isn’t it weird that 
kids are allowed or expected to have “best 
friends,” but adults much less so? I had a close 
best friend growing up, but now that I’m older I 
find it difficult to get close to people, though 
I desperately want to be emotionally intimate 
with people, want to care for them and have them 
care about me back. I’m on the autism spectrum, 
which affects how I perform relationships. I tend 
to need to have some sort of model or algorithm 
to approach any sort of relationship, and 
generally these models are borrowed from society 
or are painstakingly built up over time and 
studying other people, reading, and trial and 
error. This may sound emotionless and robotic to 
some, but for me it’s not. I have a lot of built 
up, formless emotion inside me, and an algorithm 
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or script shows me how to direct it and form it 
into something I want it to be. I had a model for 
childhood friendship, and a fair amount for 
surface-level friendships, but I don’t have one 
for deep, intimate friendships or asexual 
relationships, whether platonic or romantic, 
because society doesn’t provide them for me and I 
haven’t built them up myself yet through 
experience. I remain completely inexperienced in 
these matters, so I feel lost and scared, and I 
tend to stick to what I know I can do, to 
continue the facade that is passing as “normal.” 
This leads to a lack of satisfaction with my 
relationships. I think that in order for me to 
have the satisfying, deep relationships I desire, 
it’s going to take me a lot more work than the 
average person.  

 Another concept I think Pals could have 
benefitted from discussing is the idea of the 
queerplatonic/quasiplatonic relationship. The 
term “queerplatonic” was coined by S. E. Smith, 
in these words: 

 “Queerplatonic is a word for describing 
relationships where an intense emotional 
connection transcending what people usually 
think of as ‘friendship’ is present, but the 
relationship is not romantic in nature; 
people in a queerplatonic relationship may 
think of themselves as partners, may plan on 
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spending their lives together, etc. The 
'queer’ is a reference to the idea of 
queering relationships and ideas about 
relationships, not for describing the 
orientations or genders of anyone in a 
queerplatonic relationship. Anyone, sexual or 
asexual, romantic or aromantic, straight, 
gay, queer, bi, lesbian, poly, cis, trans, 
etc etc can be in a queerplatonic 
relationship, can have more than one such 
relationship, and there can be more than two 
people in a queerplatonic relationship; 
couples, triads, quads, whatever. The key 
feature is the idea of being deeply connected 
to someone, without a romantic element 
(though a queerplatonic relationship can be 
sexual).” - 
http://realsesmith.tumblr.com/post/2868581031
/word-of-the-day-queerplatonic 

 The typical definitions define it as 
something “more than” friendship, or not “just” 
friendship, which I don’t totally agree with, as 
it places queerplatonic relationships in a place 
above friendship in the relationship hierarchy, 
but I think it’s a very useful concept on an 
individual level, in which case such a 
relationship may very well be more important to 
an individual. It’s also important that there be 
a way to describe the liminal spaces between 
romance and friendship. Some people may not 
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experience such liminality, but it definitely 
exists, especially since—as the author of Pals 
describes—the definitions and models of 
friendship are generally more malleable than that 
of romantic relationships. And now when you mix 
asexuality into things, the idea of romance 
becomes more fuzzy as well. 

 As is to be expected from a chronic 
inhabitant of gray areas, queerplatonic 
relationships are relevant to me. They’re one of 
my ideal relationships, alongside asexual 
romantic relationships and deep friendships with 
multiple people. I tend to feel one or more of 
three distinct types of attractions for people 
related to which of these relationships I’d be 
interested in forming with them. One is the 
crush, which is pretty obviously about romantic 
attraction. Another is the “squish”, which is 
essentially a friend crush, in which I see a 
person and desire a deeper friendship with them. 
The third is hard to place, and which I’ve 
sometimes called the “queerplatonic feeling,” in 
which I specifically desire a queerplatonic 
relationship with someone and have the equivalent 
of a “crush” or “squish.” I’ve heard this called 
“alterous” and “platonic” attraction. For me, 
it’s the rarest of the three, but I’ve definitely 
experienced it independently of the other forms 
of attraction. It’s a strong feeling of “I want a 
committed partnership with you; I want to live 
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with you and drink tea together and hug and share 
secrets, but not in a romantic way.” Some people 
may have friendships like this, and even I may 
have friendships like this someday, but there’s 
also something extra about the queerplatonic 
feeling that I can’t really put into words that 
makes it something different than a friendship. 
Some say that this extra thing is the level of 
commitment and/or living together, but I feel 
something even further than that. In synesthetic 
terms, this form of attractions feels and looks 
different to me. 

 Other terms I’ve heard used to describe 
similar concepts include “platonic partnerships,” 
which may or may not be “queerplatonic,” but are 
certainly not romantic, and “romantic 
friendships,” which may include romance, but are 
firmly friendships. Another term that I’ve found 
very useful is “polyplatonic.” Polyamory comes up 
a lot in Pals, as polyamory flies right in the 
face of the idea that love as a resource is 
restricted to one person, that if you give love 
to one person you have less to give to another, 
or that this inherently harms the first person. I 
wouldn’t say I’m polyamorous in the romantic 
sense, since I have the desire for my romantic 
partnerships to be with one person, but I don’t 
feel the same way about platonic partnerships, 
queerplatonic relationships, and deep 
friendships. That’s where “polyplatonic” comes 
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in. It’s basically polyamory for non-romantic 
relationships. I use it specifically to talk 
about how I’d be open to or desire to make strong 
non-romantic life commitments with multiple 
people. I love the idea of spending my life 
living in a house filled with close friends 
and/or queerplatonic partners who all love each 
other in a non-romantic way. It’s one of my 
ideals. I don’t know whether it will ever happen 
(especially given that I don’t have a model for 
it) or how long it would last, but at least the 
potential for living with friends is there, 
especially in this economy. I know people who do 
this, though without the partnership aspect, and 
I envy them. 

 Another fuzzy edge of friendship is the point 
at which deep friendships make way to familial 
love, particularly where chosen family is 
concerned. The author of Pals, touches a bit on 
chosen family, and how a lot of people don’t 
think that “friendships” can ever equal the bond 
of blood family or family formed by romantic 
bonds, which reflects how de-valued friendship 
has become in our society. I personally like the 
idea of being able to choose my family outside of 
blood and romantic bonds, to be able to create a 
(queer)platonic family with its own systems for 
care, structure, loyalty, and love. I’m on good 
terms right now with my blood family, so I’m 
lucky. I don’t depend on chosen family as my only 
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support like many queer people do, but I still 
find it a valuable concept that challenges 
relationship type boundaries and may form the 
basis for my future relationships. 

 Another things that comes up a lot when you 
talk about relationships is touch. In action, I 
guess I’m not a very touchy-feely person, though 
it doesn’t mean I don’t want to be. It seems like 
the only time I have any physical contact with my 
family members and friends is when I’m greeting 
them with a hug after a long time away or hugging 
them as I say goodbye. I can’t really remember 
how huggy I was when I was little, but I 
certainly ended up keeping to myself more as I 
got older. I get stuck in patterns of behavior 
and have an elaborate system of “rules” in my 
head for social interactions, and physical 
contact with other humans has suffered as a 
result.  

 Pals talks a bit about touch in friendships, 
and how we can benefit from treating our friends 
more like our lovers and our lovers more like our 
friends. I wish I could touch people more. To hug 
and be hugged. To kiss. To touch reassuringly. To 
run my fingers through people’s hair. Whether 
chosen family or friends or partners. But I end 
up feeling stuck pretty often where physical 
contact is involved, and I never seem to know 
when it’s okay to initiate it (my models are 
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pretty bare bones), and most of the time my 
“rules” say I can’t unless someone else 
initiates. And it’s not that common for people to 
initiate a hug with me. 

 This is actually a pretty big barrier for me 
that makes it harder to get close to people. 
Touch is an important part of most friendships 
and romances. Not necessarily sexual, but human 
contact. Maybe this is why I come off as so 
distant and hard to get close to, why it’s so 
hard to get close to me emotionally beyond the 
surface level. I’ve spent years trying to figure 
this out. Or maybe it’s the trauma I’ve 
experienced in my past that makes it hard to 
connect with people. But it seems like the main 
thing has always been my autism, since I’ve had 
trouble making friends even before I experienced 
any trauma. For all my years of developing 
algorithms for social interactions and life, I 
still feel lost when it comes to making and 
keeping friends, especially the keeping part. 
Every time I end up meeting someone and finding 
out we have a lot in common and can begin a 
friendship, it feels more like luck than anything 
I did. I don’t know what to do to bring about a 
similar situation in the future. Most of the time 
it seems like I make new friends when I’m thrown 
into a situation where I have to talk to people, 
like when I play in LARPs (live action 
roleplaying games) or do a dorm event, or someone 
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approaches me. It’s never about me seeking out 
friends and creating friendships, but more about 
them dropping into my lap. 

 I’ve gotten to a point where I can quickly 
open up about things that I would have kept 
private in the past, similar to how I write about 
personal things in my zines, even with people I 
don’t know very well. In fact, I have a tendency 
to word vomit if I get lucky and meet the right 
person. This is a major accomplishment for me! 
But what I don’t know is how to extend that 
sapling friendship into something solid and long-
lasting, how to maintain and prune it and help it 
grow, potentially even into a different type of 
relationship. How do I get to the point where we 
talk and hang out all the time, where we can be 
together comfortably without it having to be 
about something, like going to a movie or 
studying for a test? Where I can touch and hug in 
a friendly manner? Where our friendship is like 
something you read about in books or see in 
movies? And what about the work of relationships? 
How do you deal with things when a relationship 
hits rough waters? I don’t have much experience 
with this, as most of my friendships are either 
so surface level that they rarely run into rough 
patches or they end up fading away rather than 
blowing up, and of course I have zero experience 
with queerplatonic or romantic relationships. So 
in my fear of these questions, I tend to avoid 
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even trying to reach further levels of friendship 
or move into other relationships. I don’t know 
what to do. I don’t even know how to comfort a 
friend, how to react to their strong emotions (I 
tend to freeze up when friends get sad or angry). 
I want to be able to do so, because I care about 
my friends. But how good of a friend am I if I 
fail at even the basics? I feel like they deserve 
better than me sometimes… Does being autistic and 
asexual mean that I am cursed to desire with all 
my heart that which I can never attain? Not just 
deep friendships, but romantic partnerships or 
otherwise. 

 Maybe not. I’ll just have to put in a lot of 
effort to learn. But sometimes I’m just so lonely 
and needy and I don’t want to wait. I constantly 
want confirmation that I am loved and that people 
care about me. But it’s so hard for me to tell 
from my senses alone what people think of me, and 
whether they consider me a friend and how much 
so. It feels like I’m adrift, like I have no 
point of reference to grab onto. I want to love 
and to be loved. But what if I’m not? What if the 
people I care about don’t care about me back as 
much as I care about them? I can’t usually tell, 
and it scares me, and I tend to default to 
assuming that they don’t. After all, who would 
want to be friends or partners with me? Maybe 
this is why I wish it was more socially 
acceptable to be open about things like that, to 
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reassure friends that you care about them deeply, 
to say that you love them. I think we should say 
“I love you” more, to all the people in our lives 
who we care about. Because I do care, and I want 
my actions in my relationships to reflect that. 

Well, I guess this response to Pals has 
turned into what I really wanted to spill my guts 
about: my fears and insecurities surrounding my 
relationships with others. No many how many words 
and relationship models and radical zines you 
have, there’s no substitute for the real thing. 
And the real thing can be scary. But I have hope 
for a future where I can have lasting 
relationships as an autistic asexual person, 
utilizing the frameworks and language built up by 
the ace, aro, queer and other communities where 
they are useful, and inventing my own ways of 
doing relationships when it feels right. 

Bio: 

Olivia M. is a 24-year-old panromantic (gray) 
asexual. Other identities that are important to 
her include: autistic, mestiza Latina, disabled, 
atheist, skeptic, secular humanist, feminist, and 
chronically ill. She writes the zines 
(meta)paradox, Anecdata, and Pyschometry. You can 
find her online at 
http://oliviaszines.tumblr.com/ and you can 
contact her at metaparadox11@gmail.com 
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a not exactly 
chronological history of 

my relationships 
by sasha levin 

he breaks up with me over facebook. i’m relieved, 
because it was him and not them, because this is 
the relationship with the worse emotional work 
imbalance, because his friends have always 
thought pretty shitty things about people like 
me, because i’m not constantly being hit with the 
dysphoria of one of my partners being a straight 
man, because i’m no longer in a relationship i 
have to hide from my parents, because it’s in 
writing so i don’t have to fake an emotional 
reaction i’m not having. 

here’s how my past relationships have gone: 
eleventh grade, i long distance dated a boy i met 
at jpl who was wicked with computers and always 
just this side of a little more intense than me. 
i broke up with him two weeks later. i didn’t 
feel anything, except for guilt because he was 
still in love with me. next i dated a boy i’d had 
my eye on all year, who’d already turned me down 
once, with two older brothers and a cat named 
adderall, who impressively could play wish you 
were here and a few train songs on guitar. to 
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this day, i have a grudging fondness for train 
and their mediocre sound. he broke up with me a 
few weeks later, telling me he’d dated me to be 
closer to my best friend or get over his feelings 
for her, he wasn’t sure which, and i agreed to be 
friends, but we weren’t really, because friends 
don’t date you to get closer to someone else. i 
was upset for a full weekend, and then i was in 
full-on these boots were made for walking mode. a 
few weeks later, a friend dared me to kiss 
another boy, so i did, and after a week of 
kissing, i asked him if we were going out. he 
said sure, and we went to cabaret, we went to 
dinner, we crossdressed together for my homework 
assignment (i like to think this was my 
problematic trans awakening). when i unbound, i 
let him touch my breasts, because that was the 
sort of thing that seemed right to do and he’d 
wanted to long enough. his roaming hands and 
wandering eyes wanted more than i had to give. 
for three months and a summer i was always 
alternately letting him manipulate me into giving 
more and pushing him off when he demanded what i 
couldn’t. 

twelfth grade, i read no exit one weekend and on 
the next monday, i realized he was my personal 
hell. i broke up with him, and he said he was 
there to have the same conversation i’d started. 
we decided to be friends, and it was only later 
that i realized how terrible he’d actually been 
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to me, reading over my old writings. i didn’t 
really feel anything about the breakup other than 
relief and readiness to move on into singleness 
with a fervor i hadn’t had before. the end of 
senior year, i met a boy like magic. we were so 
alike that we were more frequently mistaken for 
sister and brother than anything else. we dated 
through my questioning of sexuality and gender, 
we dated through picking the same college, 
through a year of my depression, through a year 
and a bit of college, through a prom and a ball. 
when we finally broke up it was because i’d 
imprinted on him and i didn’t like the way that 
he’d become my carer and my parent and my partner 
all in one. it was the healthiest thing, and we 
didn’t see each other the same way anymore. i 
broke up with him in my room in the middle of 
watching les mis, and immediately ran to the sink 
and threw up as he held my hair. we finished the 
movie after and said our goodbyes, and that hug 
was the tightest hug i’ve ever given anyone. 

a few months later, and i’m in my first open 
relationship. they’ve made me the happiest i’ve 
been since college started, we’ve danced from the 
moment we met. they’re also on spectra i’m on, i 
don’t have to fake romantic feelings and there’s 
no framing necessary. the way that they make me 
smile, leaning into their arms. everything is 
easy with them, warm, safe, loving. i don’t 
question my feelings or compare them to what they 
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should be, and neither do they. we traipse around 
the city like we own it, i don’t count our kisses 
or wonder if i’m enough. in the nights we curl 
together, one laptop on my chest and the other by 
their knee, reading different stories and 
laughing breaths apart. i put hair chalk in their 
hair and help them dress up for their dates and 
i’m waiting when they come home, full of stories 
and laughter. we talk about getting married and 
it doesn’t feel like a joke, even though neither 
of us likes the institution. i don’t want to 
leave them, ever. i like their partners. i spend 
a few months flirting with their girlfriend’s 
fiancee on twitter. i dance with them, and we 
sing together. it’s a year before i think about 
dating anyone else – sure, i kiss pretty girls at 
parties and dances and sometimes their smiles 
take my breath away, but i don’t really want 
anyone to stick around yet, the way i’ve become 
attached to them. 

and then last summer, i reconnected with him, and 
everything seemed to go so much more smoothly 
since we’d stopped trying to be straight girls. i 
told them about him, and they smiled and cheered 
and poked fun and we smiled. i realized for the 
first time that i wasn’t just okay with 
nonmonogamy in theory, but that it was part of my 
practice too. i fell in love with his writing in 
a way i could never fall in love with him, and 
oh, i became the character i wrote with him. i 
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thought, if she can love his character, that’s 
how i’ll love him. he was fire and holy 
forgiveness, and we were on the edge of time, the 
sort of love story that ends in deaths in plays. 
i love that archetype of love, falling quickly 
and breathless, giving wholly of yourself. those 
loves die when the work of love is unbalanced, 
though, and eventually, he fell out of love as 
much as he’d been in it. 

and then she rushed into my arms, fleeting. we 
fell in easily together. we flirted, we kissed, 
things went fast, and we weren’t ready. i sang to 
them, i sang “she’s so high above me, she’s so 
lovely” and we walked around campus and even when 
we transitioned back into friendship walks became 
characteristic of our interactions. when she told 
me she wasn’t ready for a relationship, it was 
easier for me to hear than that sort of thing 
ever had before because i had learned the 
language of aromanticism, realized that feelings 
were a matter of framing, in so many ways. i just 
wanted to ease her guilt, and worries faded into 
wicked humor and nights of food network. 

and we’ve come to twenty years old, and he’s 
breaking up over facebook chat again and feeling 
nothing but relief, and guilt because i know it 
was harder for him to break up with me than it 
was for me to see the words. guilt because my 
first thought was “at least it wasn’t them, 
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breaking up with me,” because i’m obviously more 
invested in that relationship at this point. or 
maybe it’s the realization that the level of my 
investment has become a mirror, and that i knew 
this was coming, and that my feelings were never 
going to have been the same as his.  i mean 
obviously, i was invested in the relationship. i 
was doing most of the emotional work, i was 
spending my money to visit him at school – i 
wouldn’t have done any of that without caring. 
but it’s over, and has been for a while, really. 
it doesn’t upset me or shock me when it 
officially ends. 

sometimes people wonder why i date, if i’m 
aromantic. sure, i don’t fall in love the way 
other people do. but i like the archetypes of 
romance my relationships fit. i like that my 
first relationship was silly puppy love, my 
second was the proper stiff type, my third was – 
well, it’s not something i’d care to repeat, my 
fourth was steady and warm and burning and quick 
and lasting all at once – the kind they write 
novels about – until it ended, my fifth was 
steady warmth and constance, my sixth was holy 
forgiveness – the kind of love that lets you make 
taschlich every day, my seventh was something 
short and sweet. 

and now i’m falling into a mixture of sweet 
friendship and admiration and adoration and god 
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from the moment i met this boy i loved his voice. 
i think, gee, he seems wonderful, and then, 
almost testing myself, i try to imagine kissing 
him or feeling romantic love for him or having 
sex, and sure, the kissing appeals to me as much 
as it ever does, but the rest seems like 
something out of someone else’s life. i could 
imagine mirroring those thoughts if that’s how he 
felt, and enjoying it. i could see myself 
choosing to do something in the bedroom if that’s 
how things went, even though it wouldn’t occur to 
me naturally. none of it does. what i do think is 
gee it’d be warm to be wrapped up in his arms. 
gee, the way he sang that song was beautiful. 
gee, i’ll have to learn that one. last night i 
went out and sang it for about thirty people and 
the consensus was that my voice was magical. i 
made his song mine just for that night, and of 
course it was magical, the pure old tones coming 
through, a song that old is always magical when 
children sing it. of course i feel ridiculous 
quantities of affection for him, how could i not, 
he’s wonderful!  

and see now, well, by now i mean in march, when i 
started writing this, i couldn't have known that 
i would be caught in a chain of catch-up and 
break-away with him, nor that months of closer 
friendship with her would fall into something 
queerplatonic, something affectionate that we 
could define, could learn, could build -- that we 
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see "love," whatever the world wants to call it, 
so similarly in our isolation. i could never have 
known the number of smiles we'd share, the words 
we'd write, the hours of skyping that would 
become the highlight of my weeks. we found words 
for ourselves and where there were not the right 
words we made words of our own -- avocado, mango 
-- no zucchini here. we talk about frameworks of 
relationships as easily as we find our own -- 
this partnership, this queerplatonic 
relationship, this sweet friendship, and it's 
exciting and new and warm and bright. 

why should i need romantic feelings or sexual 
attraction to date anyone who i want that kind of 
intimacy with, platonically or romantically or 
however i frame things because no matter the 
framing it's the same internally? 

Bio: 

sasha levin (they/them/theirs) is a twenty-year-
old borderline autistic queer writer currently 
too disabled and traumatized for school. they 
adore bad puns, jewish music, community, and you, 
the reader. 
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QP terminology isn't 
helping people “get it” 

(anymore?) 
by Omnes et Nihil 

 Like many people, I have a complex 
relationship with my family of origin. My family 
plays a significant role in my life in the sense 
that interacting with family members occupies a 
lot of my time, causes me a significant amount of 
stress, and takes a significant amount of energy. 
But my relationships with my family members are 
not really “significant relationships” because 
those people don’t really participate in my life 
in the ways that I define as “meaningful”. I keep 
them at a distance and for good reason, for my 
own emotional safety. Because any time I don't, 
things go Badly. 

 My entire adult life (and teen life, and even 
when I was a child), I had intense, important 
relationships with people. None of these 
relationships have ever been “romantic” or 
“dating” relationships. And I've never really 
been able to explain those relationships to other 
people, like my family(-of-origin). 

 And even though people eventually catch on 
that people who are important to me for several 
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years are indeed important to me, they still 
don't understand or treat these relationships 
(and the people I do them with) with the respect 
they deserve. Or with the respect that they give 
to other people's (romantic-presumed-sexual) 
relationships (even the casual ones). 

 The language of “queerplatonic” relationships 
has existed for a good 5 years now. For me, one 
of the really powerful things about the language 
of QP relationships used to be that it gave 
people a new starting point to approach and 
understand relationships… and it had the power to 
undermine the romance-friendship binary / 
hierarchy that exists in a lot of societies— the 
one that says that my relationships couldn't be 
as important as other people's and don't deserve 
to be taken seriously "for real" because they 
aren't the “right kind”. 

 The QP terminology never helped people 
understand my relationships any better than they 
did without it. But it would at least confuse 
them. It communicated that they didn't understand 
what my relationships were about, and that their 
assumptions and frameworks for understanding 
relationships just didn't apply. That was of 
useful. It gave me a starting place where people 
were more ready to deal with my explanations. It 
didn't go as far as to make people understand 
that these relationships were important to me— 
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just as important as the important relationships 
that other people do— but at least it gave me a 
starting point to unpack those hierarchies and 
expectations with them. (Not that the unpacking 
has ever been more than minimally effective.) 

 But now the language of “QP” relationships 
doesn't work so well anymore, even for that on a 
broader scale (beyond my particular family). 
These days, (at least among those who are talking 
about QP relationships) people are talking a 
lot... 

• about QP relationships as “romance light” 
(like they're somewhere between “romance” 
and “friendship”... which reinforces the 
romance-friendship binary and completely 
erases how there’s a whole lot of territory 
out there (i.e., not just the space“in 
between”) 

• about “platonic attraction” as the (one) 
driving force behind “platonic” and 
“queerplatonic” relationships, in line with 
the way neoliberal identity politics treats 
some individual, involuntary experience of 
“attraction” as the (sole) basis for 
relationships... even though there are so 
many other reasons why people do 
relationships 
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• about “queerplatonic” being inextricably 
bound up with “partner” and the idea that 
these kinds of relationships have to be 
important (unlike every other kind of 
relationship which can vary in 
significance) and consequently, that QP 
relationships can't ever be casual 

• about QP relationships as obligatory for 
arospec folks and as proof that aromantic 
people (ace or otherwise) aren't “broken” 
and can be “just like everyone else” (i.e., 
a homonormative fantasy solution to the 
“problem” of aromanticism) 

Not to mention specific issues with the Q and the 
P themselves. The “queer” part is loaded for a 
lot of people for whom it's a site of violence 
(including the violence of being ejected from a 
“queer” that has been taken up and championed by 
homonormative assimilationism). And the platonic 
part... well, a lot of us just want nothing to do 
with Plato and his approach to relationships. 

 With all that baggage, this QP language 
brings a whole host of difficulties, which are 
strange to me because they're so disconnected 
from why we needed to label QP relationships in 
the first place. But the label ultimately doesn't 
seem to be helping me fight the fight I have to 
fight to get my family to take my relationships 
seriously... at least not very well. And that 
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fight is something I just can't keep putting my 
energy into (and getting so little out of it). If 
the language of QP relationships had the power to 
make people in my family understand and respect 
my experience, it would be one thing. But it 
doesn't. So I have to look for other things. 

 I can talk about my squash (a QP partner is a 
“zucchini”... and sometimes people use other 
vegetables). That serves the purpose of confusing 
people and letting me set the terms of the 
conversation. But then I need to have a Big 
Conversation (over and over again, probably over 
a long period of time). Or I can accept that the 
terms of the conversation are beyond my control. 
Either way, the language doesn't exist for me to 
communicate what my relationships are beyond 
vague interstitial space of “non-romantic” and 
“non-normative”. And regardless of the language, 
people don't take my relationships seriously—at 
least not nearly as seriously as they should or 
as they would if I were doing “romantic(-
presumed-sexual)” relationships. 

 The “partner” terminology is one way a lot of 
people side-step that issue. Because usually, 
“partner” implies “significant” (even when it 
shouldn't). “Partner-status” is a thing. 

 I strongly dislike “partner” terminology 
because it feels infected by amatonormativity. As 
in, when “partner” is about a personal 
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relationship, it means “romantic read: also 
sexual” unless otherwise specified. So it feels 
icky to me. But that's mostly not why I don't use 
it to name own relationships. Especially these 
days. 

 To me, “partner” describes a relationship 
where people function as some kind of “unit”. 
I've had relationships where the term applied 
because we did function as a unit. (We were also 
existing separately of course, but we functioned 
as a unit). We weren’t necessarily the only 
“unit” within a non-monogamous network of 
relationships, but we were a “unit” in terms of 
how we (often) navigated the world. 

 Given the shape of my life right now... 
“partner” simply doesn't apply. My relationship 
counterpart(s) and I don’t function as a unit for 
multiple reasons. There isn’t any accurate 
terminology floating around, so when I'm not 
talking about squash, I use the pragmatically-
literal term of “relationship-mates”. 

 At the same time, a relationship where people 
function as a unit is not necessarily more 
significant or more intimate than a relationship 
where they don’t. Functioning as a unit might or 
might not indicate relationship significance 
(depending on what is meaningful to the people 
involved). It might or might not be a positive 
thing. It might or might not be an end-goal. 
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 At the same time, I look back to a 
relationship I had where we did function as a 
unit (and where I begrudgingly did use “partner” 
terminology, albeit qualified by a “QP”). I 
shared my life with someone for more than a 
decade and then we split up. It was only in the 
last few years that my family members started 
treating that relationship like it was important— 
but even then, it “earned” the status and 
consideration equivalent to one of my siblings 
new or casual dating relationships and not the 
status of a “serious partner” even though this 
had been a primary partner for longer than my 
then-tween step-siblings had been alive. 

 I also talk about “primary relationships” in 
a descriptive sense. And that I find useful for 
expressing things and communicating about my 
relationships with the people I do them with— 
keeping in mind of course that people can have 
more than 1 primary relationship. (This isn't a 
poly-hierarchy-maintained-via-coercive-rules-
like-veto-power situation. And with people who 
spend a lot of time in the “poly” world, that's 
another thing I have to explain... at length.) 

 When all else has failed, I've tried to 
communicate the significance of my (one) current 
important non-romantic (emphatically non-sexual), 
non-normative relationship by pointing out that 
we live together—because “living together” is 
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something that my family-of-origin people take as 
an indicator of significance. But even that 
didn't work so well. The declaration didn't 
“work” because while we do in fact live together, 
we don't share a bedroom and we do have other 
housemates. So according to their terms, we don't 
“live together” (which is yet another kettle of 
righteously escaping octopus). 

 I am not remotely interested in trying to 
explain why I don’t share a bedroom with my 
relationship-mates as that is a personal 
conversation that I don't want to have with my 
family members (and that I don't think would be 
especially productive if I were to try). So I'm 
kind of stuck in the territory where I have to 
keep explicitly proclaiming the significance of 
this particular relationship to people who keep 
refusing to acknowledge it (and remember it). It 
takes a lot of energy I really don't have right 
now. 

 I'm not really sure what tools are out there 
that would actually be helpful. The language of 
QP relationships was created to allow people to 
express their otherwise ineffable non-normative 
relationships. Now that I can navigate the space 
beyond the “friendship/romance” binary, the 
particular terminology is somewhat incidental for 
me. And it's very much something my current 
relationship-mates are not comfortable with. 
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 But the “friendship/romance” binary is still 
something I need help my family members to unpack 
using some kind of language. 

 I've lived my whole life “colouring far 
outside the lines” in terms of my chosen, 
personal relationships, facing resistance from my 
family members who don't “get it” (even the ones 
who are some variety of “queer” themselves). I 
don't know if the language of QP relationships 
has ever helped with that, but it's not helping 
now. And the way people are starting to (mis)use 
it (e.g., as “romance light” or as an outcome of 
a particular kind of attraction), I don't see 
that changing any time soon. 

Some Definitions: 

 Amatonormativity is the normative 
prioritising and valuing of romantic 
relationships above all other kinds of 
relationships. It is the social force treating 
romance as intrinsically superior to, or more 
intimate, important, worthwhile than other kinds 
of relationships. Amatonormativity includes the 
idea that all people want or should want to form 
romantic ( often but not necessarily monogamous ) 
partner relationships and that these 
relationships should be central to their lives... 
and without which people are destined to be 
lonely or to live empty or unfulfilling lives. 
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 Queerplatonic (QP) relationships are 
relationships are not romantic relationships, but 
that also aren't properly or adequately described 
by “friendship” (i.e., they don't fit properly in 
the “friend” box even if they are some variety of 
friendship— friendship is a really big category 
and saying “this is my friend” won't communicate 
the relationship properly). Sometimes people 
instantiate the QP with “quirkyplatonic” or 
“quasiplatonic” to avoid the “queer” part 
“queerplatonic” (even though the QP came from the 
idea of queering platonic relationships). 

 Often people talk about QP relationships only 
in the context of “partner status” relationships 
(because people usually only bother figuring out 
and naming non-normative relationships, or 
relationships in wonky relationship territory, 
when they're important relationships). But it's 
certainly also possible to have QP relationships 
that aren't “partner status” or “partner type” or 
even especially important. (QP relationships can 
vary in significance like other kinds of 
relationships).  

 Homonormativity is the ideal of (and the 
pressure to be/become/remain) “mainstream gay” or 
“mainstream queer”: fitting into heteronormative 
society and institutions (like marriage and 
nuclear families). It's the social pressure to 
“assimilate” into heteronornormative society 
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where social expectations are adjusted only 
slightly so that “same-gender” partners can (and 
are expected to) do what heterosexual partners 
are already expected to do... and where the 
heteronormative structure of society remains 
intact. Homonormativity even allows for some 
trans people to exist (i.e., it gives some space 
for women or men who weren't assigned those 
genders at birth) as long as such people, after 
some kind of time-limited transition, fit neatly 
into heteronormative society's ideas of what 
women or men are supposed to be. 
 Homonormativity is against fundamentally 
restructuring society to overthrow 
heteronormative institutions, and it moralises 
(and violently polices) people who are the “not 
respectable” kind of queer/trans (i.e., people 
who can't or won't assimilate into 
heteronormative society, or who are challenging 
it, getting in its way, working to tear it down 
or/and/through building viable alternatives). 

Bio: 

Early 30's, queer non-binary aroace freak of the 
(liminally) Jewish, white person variety— very 
much not into dating / romance; and very much 
into doing non-romantic (emphatically non-
sexual) non-normative relationships. 
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